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About Us
We are striving with new vigour and
zeal to provide our consumers with
outstanding value. We take pride in
producing goods that are innovative,
high-performing, and cost-effective.

Our Vision
Our company's vision is based on a
long-standing story about our concept
of environmental change.

We are adamant about achieving
our objectives. We also want to
help our company become more

www.bharatsolarenergy.in

best-in-class customer service
and setting operational
benchmarks.

Our Products
If you are looking for premium Solar online at affordable prices, then we are
your one-stop solution. We offer an array of Solar in a bevy of designs and
specifications that meet every office need. If you want to buy Solar online in
India at reasonable prices, get the best deals at our store.

Solar Water
Heater

Solar Street
Light

Solar AC

Its the most effective way to generate

We’ve built a reputation as the leading

A solar air conditioning system is

hot water thereby saving costly POWER

manufacturer of high-quality solar street

basically a cooling and heating system

and also makes it environmental friendly

lights over the last few decades.

that runs on solar energy rather than

by efficiently using inexhaustible

When it comes to creating and testing,

mains electricity.

and most independent resource

and our goods, we make no
compromises.

Solar Batteries

Solar Inverter

Solar Lantern

A solar battery is a gadget that you can

solar inverters, also known as PV inverters,

We have a line of solar-powered lighting

use to store extra electricity generated

play a critical role. They are frequently

solutions for a variety of uses.

by your solar panels. When your solar

referred to as a project’s brains.

Solar lanterns, wall lights, and torches

panels don’t generate enough electricity,

The inverter on a solar panel is useful

are among our portable offerings. These

such as on cloudy days you can use

for converting direct current to alternative

have an incredible design and are the

the stored energy to power your home.

current.

greatest in terms of functionality.

Heat Pump

Ion Boiler

Solar Garden
Light

A heat pump is a reverse refrigerator

In an ion boiler, the process

High efficiency, low power use, and energy

that takes heat from the surrounding

of heating the heat carrier

savings There are no wires to run,

air and transfer that heat to the water

occurs at the price of ion conduction.

so installation is simple. Solar-powered

stored in a tank.

lights turn on at dusk and switch out
at dawn.

DC Home
Light

On Grid Solar
Power Plant

Solar Panels

Electricity is the lifeblood of the

A solar power generation system that

Solar panels (also known as “PV panels”)

modern world. Unfortunately, millions

is connected to the utility grid is known as

convert sunlight, which is made up of

more homes around the world

an on-grid solar power system. The

energy-bearing particles known as

remain without electricity. As a

electricity generated by the system

“photons,” into electricity that may

result, we’ve developed the DC

is fed into the grid and used to power

be utilised to power electrical loads.

Home Lighting System.

various gadgets.

Solar Pumps

Solar Fencing

Solar Dryer

A solar water pump is a complete water

In today’s world, security has become

Crops, vegetables, and fruits are

pumping system that runs on

a critical topic Solar fencing is a

dried in solar dryers to remove

solar energy via photovoltaic panels.

modernized and innovative technique

excess moisture. The solar dryer

The pump is powered entirely without

of providing security, and it is one of the

is constructed of readily available

the usage of fossil fuels or external

greatest solutions because it is

and inexpensive materials such as

electricity.

both effective and efficient.

cement, galvanised iron, and plywood.

If you have some query and want to know
more about solar energy services feel free to
get in touch with us.
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Contact Us
Phone No.
+918859857111,
+919719739398
Website
www.bharatsolarenergy.in

E-mail
info@bharatsolarenergy.in
infobyses@gmail.com
Address
Shree Krishna Murari Tower
(Adhaar Mart), Near Pilikothi
Choraha, Haldwani.

